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Ambition for the role

Pivotal to achieving Gatsby Benchmarks

• A leader with specialist knowledge

• Energetic and committed

• Operating strategically with backing from 
governors and SLT

• Working with subject teachers to embed

“We have some way to go to achieve this…”



Supported by guidance



Purpose of the research

To find out 

• how the Careers Leader role is being delivered in practice

• how it is making a difference to career guidance 

• What further support is needed to embed the role in schools

Co-funded and 

commissioned with Gatsby 

Charitable Foundation

Steering group:

David Andrews, Tristram Hooley, 

Beth Jones, Chris Percy, 

Emily Tanner, Lesley Thain



A national survey

• Nationally representative sample of secondary schools 
in England, including special schools

• 750 Careers Leaders took part in March and April 2019 
by telephone or online

• Matched responses with Enterprise Adviser Network, 
Hub and Compass data

• Expert input to the questionnaire

• Illustrative case studies



What we have learned



A positive workforce

100% of Careers Leaders 

have heard of the Gatsby 

Benchmarks

94% of Careers Leaders say 

the Gatsby Benchmarks 

have helped them improve 

career guidance



Varied professional backgrounds

55% use the title Careers Leader

58% have QTS & 18% are qualified in career guidance (L6 or L7)

83% hold at least one additional role (22% have 2, 25% have 3+)

Having other roles related to seniority & size of school



Connecting through networks



Time in post

83% school appointed 

existing staff 

55% asked to take on 

the role, 27% applied



Leadership level

66% Careers Leaders at 

middle or senior 

leadership level



Well connected with SLT

65% think career 

guidance has 

increased in 

priority for SLT 

since careers 

strategy (34% 

thought it had 

stayed the same)



Reporting to governors less frequent



Pay is in line with teachers

27% received a pay 

rise when they 

took on the role

Middle leader 

Careers Leaders 

paid more if 

qualified teachers











Time for the role Average time 

spent (14.5 hours) 

double what was 

spent on careers 

coordination 10 

years ago (7.4 

hours)

63% see time as a 

barriers to 

delivering the role 

effectively



Time makes a difference

Those who agreed 

they could do a 

good job in the 

time achieved 

more Gatsby 

Benchmarks



Engagement in training

Training 

linked to 

achievement 

of Gatsby 

Benchmarks 2, 

5 and 8





Reflections



Headteachers have embraced the Careers Leader role

Career guidance is becoming embedded

The workforce is highly engaged and making a difference

The Gatsby Benchmarks are a gamechanger

Where Careers Leaders operating as intended, Gatsby Benchmarks are higher



Key challenges

Time & staff resource

Lack of budget

Leadership level

Engagement from teaching staff



Key messages for headteachers



1. Strategy. Integrate career guidance into the school’s strategy so that it is delivered 

collaboratively across the school.

2. Leadership. Appoint Careers Leaders at middle or senior leadership level so that they can 

work effectively with staff across the school and with external partners.

3. Governance. Engage the governing body with the school’s work on careers to ensure that 

Careers Leaders are supported and challenged at a senior level.

4. Time and resource. Allocate sufficient time and resource for Careers Leaders. Discuss 

priorities with Careers Leaders to ensure that the time available is used to best effect.

5. Training. Encourage and enable Careers Leaders to take part in training.


